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The Need for Memory Pooling

(1). DRAM is a major server cost: Azure (50%)
(2). Memory stranding and untouched memory

- Up to 25% stranded memory
- Half of the VMs have 50% of unused memory

Naive CXL Pooling is Inefficient

- CXL latency: one extra NUMA hop
- Workloads suffer from significant performance slowdowns under CXL

Pond Design is Effective in Saving 7-9% DRAM Needs

(1). Pond overpredicts 4% of VMs
(2). Pond saves 7-9% DRAM
(3). Pond with CXL latency at 222%
(4). Pond with CXL latency at 182%
(5). Pond with CXL latency at 158 workloads
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